
 

 

Progression through techniques at Kingfisher! 
 

 Drawing 
(Line, shape, 

form) 

Painting 
(Colour, pattern, 

texture) 

Sculpture 
(Space) 

Collage 
(Colour, pattern, 

texture) 

Printing Textiles 

N
ur

se
ry

 

-Enjoys making 
marks, signs and 

symbols on a 
variety of types of 

paper 

-Explores making 
marks on a 

variety of papers. 
- Explores mark-
making using 
thick brushes, 

foam and sponge 
brushes 

-Handles, feels and 
manipulates rigid 
and malleable 

materials. (Clay, 
card and found 

objects). 

-Can select with 
thought, different 

materials from given 
resources considering 
shape, surface and 

texture. 

-Experiment 
printing with 

hands, feet, found 
materials and 

objects by dipping 
in paint. 

-Handles and 
manipulates 

materials such as 
threads, cottons, 

wool, raffia, grass 

FS2 -Will use a 
variety of tools 

and media 
offered. 

-Is spontaneously 
expressive, using 
marks, lines and 

curves. 
-Can hold and 

use drawing tools 
such as pencils 

and crayons using 
them with some 
dexterity and 

control. 

-Uses a variety of 
tools to spread 
paint - straws, 
matchsticks as 
well as brushes. 
- Experiments 

with and enjoys 
colour 

-Pulls apart and 
reconstructs basic 

shapes. 
-Can model in 

malleable/plastic 
materials and 
control form to 

assemble basic shapes 
or forms. (EG. 

Bodies/ heads and 
add surface 
features) 

- Selects and sorts, 
cuts, tears and 

modifies to represent 
an idea. 

-Can apply paint to 
a surface using a 
brush and place on 
paper purposefully 
to create an image. 

- Control and 
organise different 
types of materials 

to create a 
product.  

1. -To draw lines of 
different sizes and 

thicknesses. 
-To colour neatly 
following the lines. 

 

-To use thick and 
thin brushes. 

-To mix primary 
colours to make 

secondary. 
(Poster paints 
and Powder 

paint) 

-To use a 
combination of shapes 
to include lines and 

textures. 
-To use techniques 
such as rolling, 

cutting, moulding 
and carving. 

-To use a clay tile to 
practise carving 
patterns and 

textures. 

-To use a combination 
of materials that are 
cut, torn or glued. 

 

-To print a pattern 
using objects. 

-To experience print 
by  pressing, 
rubbing or 

stamping (tree-
rubbing and 

different materials) 

-To use weaving to 
create a pattern. 
-To join materials 

using glue. 
 

2. -To show pattern 
and texture by 

adding dots and 
lines. 

-To show different 
tones by using 

coloured pencils. 
-To experience 
chalk to show 
effect on black 

paper. 

-To mix primary 
colours to make 

secondary. 
-To add white to 
colours to make 

tints. 
-To add black to 
colours to make 

tones. 
(Poster paints, 

powder pains an 
watercolour) 

-To experience and 
use rolled up paper, 
straws, card and 
clay as materials. 

-To sort and arrange 
materials (with a 

focus on overlapping 
materials) to mix 
materials to create 

texture. 
 

-To mimic print 
from the 

environment eg 
wallpaper. 

-To print an image 
using objects. 

 

-To use plaiting. 
-To use dip-dye 

techniques. 



3. -To use different 
grades of pencil to 
show line, tone 
and texture.  

-To sketch lightly 
(rubbers aren’t 

needed to correct 
mistakes). 

-To use thick and 
thin brushes to 
produce shape, 
texture, pattern 

and lines. 
-To mix colours 

effectively. 
(Watercolours 

and poster paint) 

-To use clay and 
other mouldable 

materials eg. Paper 
mache. 

-To use tools to carve 
and add shapes, 

texture and pattern. 
-To make coil pots. 

-To select and arrange 
materials for a 
striking effect. 

-To use overlapping 
and paper scrunching 
to create a collage. 

-To use polystyrene 
to carve an image 
and create a print. 

-To colour fabric. 
-To create 
weavings. 

 
 

4. -To annotate 
sketches. 

-To shading to 
show light and 

shadow. 
-To use charcoal 
to create line and 
show light and 
dark through 
smudging. 

 

-To use 
watercolour paint 
to produce washes 
and add detail. 
-To experiment to 
create mood and 

colour. 
(Watercolours 

and poster paint) 

-To use clay and 
other mouldable 

materials eg. Paper 
mache and modroc. 
-To add materials to 
provide interesting 

detail. 
-To use slip to 

attach materials 
when using clay. 

 

-To ensure work is 
precise. 

-To use coiling, 
overlapping, and 

mosaic.  
 

-To use polystyrene 
to carve an image 
and create a print.  
-Use two or more 
colours within the 

print. 

-To shape and 
stitch materials 
using running 

stitch. 
 

5. -To use hatching 
and cross 

hatching to show 
tone and texture. 
-When using oil 
pastel, to use 

different tones of 
the same colour to 

show light and 
dark.  

 

-To sketch lightly 
before painting. 
-To create a 

colour palette to 
use. 

-To use 
watercolour and 
acrylic paint. 
-To use brush 
techniques to 
create texture. 
(Watercolour 
and acrylic) 

 

-To use alternative 
materials to create 
sculpture (paper 

mache, card, straws 
etc). 

-To use clay to 
create thumb pots 
using slip to attach 

materials. 
-To decorate clay 
pots by attaching 

and carving. 

-To mix textures. 
-To use montage and 
tessellation techniques 

to create collage. 
 
 

-To replicate 
patterns observed in 

natural or built 
environments. 

-To make printing 
blocks. (sticking 

string on 
cardboard blocks to 

create pattern/ 
image) 

 

-To use basic cross 
stitch. 

6. -To know and 
confidently use all 

shading and 
hatching 

techniques within 
a piece of 
artwork. 

-To use oil pastel 
techniques such as 
overlaying colour, 
different tones 
and scratching. 

-To use brush 
techniques to 
create texture 
including dry 

brushing. 
-To use a 

combination of 
pencil techniques 
to create artwork. 

 

-To show life-like 
qualities and real life 

proportions. 
-To use frameworks 
to provide stability in 
sculpture (including 

Modroc) 
-To use all clay 

techniques to make a 
product including 

functional items (eg. 
Handles) 

-To use ceramic and 
mosaic materials. 

-To mix textures and 
skills, and montage 
techniques to create 

collage. 
 

-To build up layers 
of colours to create 

an image. 
-To print 

accurately to show 
fine detail. 

 

-To combine 
stitching techniques 
to make a product. 

 


